
Dale's Marine Construction is the area's leadingDale's Marine Construction is the area's leading
marine construction companymarine construction company

DMC offers a wide variety of marineDMC offers a wide variety of marine
products such as:products such as:

                                                              -Docks-Docks
                                                              -Seawalls-Seawalls
                                                              -Boathouses-Boathouses
                                                              -Boatlifts-Boatlifts
                                                              -Decks-Decks
                                                              -Rip Rap-Rip Rap
                                                              -And much more-And much more

Fully licensed and insuredFully licensed and insured
Proudly serving Santa Rosa & Escambia county since 1990Proudly serving Santa Rosa & Escambia county since 1990



Dale Hickman started Dale’s Marine Construction in 1990
with the goal to provide the highest quality of shoreline

solutions in the area and he has done just that. 
Dale started working  with his father, Donald, who started

D.W. Hickman Marine after Hurricane Frederic came
through the area in 1979. Together they built some

extraordinary products that withstood many storms and are
just now starting to need replacement. 

Donald decided to retire, but Dale had a passion for marine
construction and decided to open Dale's Marine in 1990 and
the rest is history. Dale's dad stuck by his side and enjoyed
coming on the jobsites and watching Dale's company grow. 

Without Dale's dad, we wouldn't be the company we are
today to help provide the top quality products to our

customers. Thank you, "Chief" for being the inspiration
behind the business and encouraging us for so many years

to be the best that we can be.
 
 
 
 

 

1 Our History:

Times and logos
may have
changed...

... But the
quality remains

the same.
** Fish on page numbers are actual drawings from Donald's permit drawings



We are proud of the products that we provide
and install our sign on all our docks and seawalls
when the project is complete. We want people to
know that the project was built by DMC because

we are proud of and stand by our products. At
DMC, we stay up to date on the top-of-the-line

materials and choose to do our research on
newer products before installation, so we know
we are providing you with the strongest project

possible. 
There is no job too small or too large for us. We

are happy to create a FREE estimate for you
based on your visions and aspirations for your
project. Our estimators will discuss with you

exactly what you are envisioning and bring it to
life for you. We will handle everything through
the process, including permitting, for you. We

appreciate you calling Dale’s Marine and giving us
the opportunity to be your contractor for your

marine construction needs.
 

“If its not worth building right,
it’s not worth building at all” 

-Dale Hickman,
Founder/President

 
“We will do an outstanding job
for a reasonable price, but we
won’t do a “cheap” job for any

price.” 
-Bill Franklin, General Manager
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Average Style Dock 
(our standard)

 -Pilings are set minimum 8’ in the ground
-Standard framing inside the dock pilings

- (1) ½” HDG bolt through the crossties and stringers
- Pilings left 12” above the deck level (standard, can be customized)

- Decking fastened with 3” Stainless Steel Screws
-Pressure Treated 2” x 8”s for the stringers and crossties

- #1 Prime pressure treated 2” x 6”s for the decking (unless upgraded)
- NO nails are used in the construction of our docks.

 

Examples
of Average

Style
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Custom Style Dock
 -Pilings set minimum 10’ in the ground

-Additional structural framing to “picture frame” the decking (gives the

dock a more finished look)

-(2) ½” Stainless Steel bolts on the cross ties and (1) Stainless Steel bolt

through the stringer at each piling 

- “X” bracing on every other set of pilings

- Decking fastened with 3” Stainless Steel screws.

-Pilings will be left up 12” and 18” (will alternate every other set of poles.

Can be customized)

-Pressure Treated 2” x 8”s for the stringers and crossties

- #1 Prime pressure treated 2” x 6”s for the decking (unless upgraded)

- NO nails are used in the construction of our docks.
 

Examples of 
Custom Style
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Pressure Treated
-Traditional decking on docks

-Life span of 12-15 years with appropriate maintenance

-1/2” spacing between each deck board

-Installed using 3” Stainless steel screws

Composite
-Better in protected areas such as canals and bayous

-A great way to upgrade your top cap on your seawall

-Typical composites come with a manufacturer warranty

-Limited maintenance

-Depending on the color, composite can be hotter to touch than

wood or Thru-Flow
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Thru-Flow
-Has become our most popular decking since Hurricane Sally 

-Provides extra peace of mind during a storm surge event

-Better on open bodies of water such as the bay, sound, intercoastal, etc.

-Cooler on your feet during the warm summer months

-Limited Lifetime Warranty

-Installed using 3” Stainless Steel screws.

-Zero maintenance decking

-Available in tan or gray

 

Examples of
Thru-Flow
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Vinyl Wall
-Everlast Synthetic Products Series 5.5 (on most projects)

-0.35” thick heavy-duty material
-50-year manufacturer warranty

-Installed minimum 7’- 8’ in the ground
-Stainless steel tie back rods and fasteners

-Doubled rough cut 2” x 8” whalers on the outside with a single rough cut 
 whaler inside the wall

-Square 3” Heavy-Duty stainless steel washers on the tie-backs rods for
extra support

 

Walls
Built to

Last
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New vs. Old



Navy-Style Wall
-Highly recommended when wall is over 6’ tall

-Necessary to have in close proximity to a pool

-Provides extra support and strength to the wall

-Minimum 7” TIP pilings set in coordination with the tie back system

-Piling Wrap installed on the pilings to last the longevity of the Vinyl
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Navy 
Vs

Traditional



9 Wood Walls
-Built with the same standards as our vinyl walls, but built with

double layered 1” x 8” rough cut lumber with filter cloth

-Preferred for upland retaining walls, more natural look

-Lifespan of 35+ years as upland retaining wall

-Ideal wall for infinity pools or pools built close to the wall

-The strongest material for upland retaining walls because it is a more

coarse and thicker material
 

A more
natural look 



10Rip Rap
-Main purpose is to break wave action

-Protects your vinyl wall from scouring during high wave
action and provides additional strength

-Can be used as a natural seawall but does not prevent
erosion, only slows down the erosion 

Class 3 Rip Rap
for extra
protection

Offering Class 2 
and Class 3 

Rip Rap



Boathouses
built to last
30+ years!

Boathouses
-Minimum 8" TIP pilings 

-Pilings set a minimum of 10' in the ground
-Banding will be doubled 2" x 12"s that will be bolted to the pilings

using 5/8" HDG bolts
-We use 5/8" ply wood with heavy-duty synthetic underlayment

-Lifetime dimensional shingles (standard)
-Covering platforms has become a popular option to get out of the
hot summer sun, making your dock more enjoyable during the hot

Florida summers
 
 

A look at how we frame our boathouses
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4-Pole Lift Hanging Lift

Boat Lifts
-We install "top of the line" Golden Boat lifts and we are the ONLY

dealer for Golden in our area
-Enclosed Direct Drive "Sea-Drive" Powerheads 

-Stainless Steel Motors
-Stainless Steel Cables

-Aluminum Bunks
-GEM remote control box with Auto-Stop limit switch

-15 year structural warranty, 10 warranty on the "Sea-Drive" unit, 2
year warranty on total lift system

-Requires 220 volts / 30 AMPS

We also install Tide Tamer Jet-Ski Lifts!
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Protected

Not 
Protected

Optional Upgrades
8" pilings for an even stronger dock

(highly recommended on commercial properties or frequent boat mooring)

Don't be a victim of Borer (Ship) Worms! 
Piling Wrap to protect against rot and borer worms

(adds an additional 10-15 years of life to your pilings)

Handrails are a good safety measure to have on docks!

Stainless Steel
Cable Rails

Traditional Composite
Handrail

Rope
Handrails
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Fiberglass Dock
Boxes

Accessories

Piling
Caps 

(Black or
White)

Fish Cleaning Station
(Available in Multiple Sizes)

Aluminum
Retractable Ladder 

Custom Built
Composite Benches

Custom Built Stairs 
(Thru-Flow or Lumber Steps)
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Our Barges
We have 3 large steel flat barges and each are equipped with Caterpillar 308

track-hoes with vibratory plates. The vibratory plates allow us to drive the pilings
rather than just jetting the pilings in. This creates a much stronger hold and

allows us to drive the pilings deeper. It also allows us to get through hard pan
clay, which most competitors stop driving the poles when they hit hard pan, but

we keep going until a minimum of 8' ground penetration is met. 
Thanks to our barges and this way of setting pilings, we did not lose a single dock

that was a fully DMC built dock during Hurricane Sally.

Built DMC Strong
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-At Dale’s Marine, our number one standard is QUALITY. We focus
on making sure you have a strong, durable product that you are

proud of and that will give you many years of enjoyment. 
-Dale’s Marine does NOT hire sub-contractors. All our staff are

hired and trained by our skilled DMC foremen and have the
knowledge to provide you with the highest quality build.

-We have the top-of-the-line equipment to ensure the job is done
correctly. DMC has (3) barges which are all equipped with

Caterpillar 308 track-hoes with vibratory plates to set the pilings.
Driving the pilings has many benefits over jetting. The vibratory
plate allows us to drive the pilings deeper to ensure a stronger

hold. 
-Thanks to our barges and pile driving, most of our docks made it

through Hurricane Sally with ZERO damage!
-The customer comes first. We strive to make sure our customers

are happy with their project. We communicate with our
customers throughout the process and are open to modifications
that our customers may want along the way. Every foreman has

the customer’s phone number so if anything may arise on the job
site, they are able to contact the customer directly and provide

them their expert opinions and advice.
-We take PRIDE in our work. Project managers and foreman are

meticulous of their work and always strive to make sure the job is
completed to Dale’s standards.

 

Why Choose 
DMC?
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Hurricane
Just a select few of the pictures and messages we

received from our customers after Hurricane Sally:

This dock had zero damage once all debris
was removed

Thru-Flow and wood
docks did very well
through Hurricane

Sally!



18Sally
Make sure to ask your contractor about their successes after a

hurricane to ensure you are getting a top quality dock...

During

After

Circled docks built
by DMC



Contact us and start living the Dock Life

850-934-6360

850-934-6361 (Fax)

1773 Abercrombie Rd

Gulf Breeze, FL 32563

Let us provide you with a FREE estimate today!


